FCQ Response Compilation (provided only for courses served with online FCQs)

FCQ results consist of two reports for a course served with online FCQ: the FCQ response compilation and section report. The FCQ response compilation lists both ratings and comments made by each student, identified by a constructed sequence number. The response compilation replaces the information normally gained from the paper FCQ forms themselves.
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Student by student answers to "closed response" questions. See SECTION REPORT for questions.

Student | Question #: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
--- | ---
1 | 3 4 6 6 4 6 6 6 6 6 6
2 | 2 2 5 5 2 5 5 6 6
3 | 2 6 5 5 5 5 5 5 6
4 | 3 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
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Student Comments for the Instructor
---
3 | 1. Use less color on the presentation slides. They use a lot of ink when printed out. 2. The lecture numbers on the eCollege website did not match the lecture numbers on the CDs. This was a little confusing as to which lectures the homework/exams covered. 3. The textbook was a waste of time and money. 4. More practice problems might have been helpful. 5. Real life examples made the class very interesting! 6. The instructor's enthusiasm for the subject was very apparent! I enjoyed the class.